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A Gallery of Portraits
Opening of the exhibition
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Plan
1) presentation and history of the project
2) about the interviews
3) the touring and initiatives triggered by
the exhibition
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Presentation and history

– photo portraits and interviews of 13 women mathematicians
– first shown in 2016, designed as a touring exhibition
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Presentation and history

– photo portraits and interviews of 13 women mathematicians
– first shown in 2016, designed as a touring exhibition
– realised by 5 mathematicians (Sylvie Paycha, Alexandra
Antoniouk, Magdalena Georgescu and myself) and
1 photographer (Noel Matoff)
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Born from a rib of the KWM
project...
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Born from a rib of the KWM
project...
– 2013: Sylvie Paycha is invited to give a talk at KWM
– she reports on dialogues with 10 women
mathematicians

WOMEN MATHEMATICIANS
Sylvie Paycha
AROUND THE WORLD

(Professor, University of Potsdam)

– booklet “Portraits of women mathematicians
A GALLERY OF PORTRAITS
around the world”
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From the talk to the idea of an exhibit
The talk meets a genuine interest from various
audiences...
– “scientific trajectories” and lives
– report of experiences stimulate discussion
– thoughts about condition of women in different
Acountries
GALLERY OF PORTRAITS

WOMEN MATHEMATICIANS
AROUND THE WORLD

⇒ develop it into a short movie?
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The idea of an exhibition
Noel Matoff is a professional photographer
interested in social themes

Noel Tovia Matoff
http://www.matoff.de
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Planning the exhibition
focusing on the European panorama, we would like
> interviews of a group of women mathematicians
> portrait images
> make a touring possible
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Subjectivity
> focus on the woman mathematician as a person, the point of view of the
subject that creates maths
> subjective choices in the realisation of the exhibition
> criterion is having diversity of people and stories in order represent different
countries, different career stages. Excellence is not a driving thread.
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Searching for fundings
an ambitious (and expensive) project:
– requires more than one single department for
equal oppurtunity can possibly afford
– not fully scientific
– hybrid project: social science, art and biographies
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The Humboldt prize
A decisive step:
– the cooperation of Alexandra Antoniouk
– Alexandra wins the Humboldt Alumni Award 2015 for
Innovative Networking Initiatives for the touring
exhibition project

Alexandra Antoniouk
(National Academy of Science, Ukraine)
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Our sponsors
Humboldt foundation
Bosch foundation
London Mathematical Society
Berlin Mathematical School
Potsdam University
Maecenia foundation for women in science and art
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The ritual of interviews and portraits

Frances Kirwan
Oxford, June 2015
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Portraited and interviewed
Nalini Anantharaman (France)
Karin Baur (Switzerland and Austria)
Stefka Bouyuklieva (Bulgaria)
Alice Fialowski (Hungary)
Irina Kmit (Ukraine and Germany)
Frances Kirwan (UK)
Kaisa Matomäki (Finnland)
Margarida Mendes Lopes (Portugal)
Barbara Nelli (Italy)
Dusanka Perisic (Serbia)
Katarzyna Rejzner (Poland and UK)
Katrin Wendland (Germany)
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The ritual of interviews and portraits

Nalini Anantharaman,
Potsdam, January 2015
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at the EWM meeting in Cortona

Margarida Mendes Lopes,
Cortona (Italy), August 2015
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The ritual of interviews and portraits
– informal talking at the blackboard
– interviews
– photo portraits

Katarzyna Rejzner, Cortona, August 2015
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The eye of a photographer

Karin Baur
EWM Meeting, Cortona 2015
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The full team
> Magdalena Georgescu joins our team
– editing the interviews (catalogue)
– choice of the excerpts for the panels with the help
of the interviewd mathematicians

Magdalena Georgescu (postdoc in Ben-Gurion University)

> Ammar Alsaedy and Pascale Castro-Belloc
also join the team
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Opening in Berlin

Library of the Institute of Mathematics,
TU University Berlin, July 20th 2016
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Interviews:
1. How and when did you choose to do mathematics?
2. Were you then encouraged by your family, friends or other people around
you?
3. Did you come across obstacles in pursuing your career as a mathematician?
4. In retrospect, are you happy to have chosen mathematics or do you have
some regrets? What are for you the joys of mathematics? What are for you the
hardships of mathematics?
5. What would you recommend a young woman in your country wanting to
start a career in mathematics?
6. Could you describe your research field to a lay person
7. Can you describe your favourite personal achievement in mathematics?
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Themes in the interviews:
The importance of talking to people and mentoring programs
104

Katrin Wendland
EWM Meeting, Cortona 2015
What would you recommend to a young
woman in your country wanting to start a
career in mathematics?
A young woman who has just
finished school I would advise
to give it a try, and be honest
with herself as to whether she
enjoys mathematics or not. I
would recommend that she be
patient, and to keep on trying
when an obstacle comes in the
way.

If doubts emerge later on in her
career, such as thinking that she
is not “good enough”, I would
ask her why and tell her to trust
her own abilities. Such doubts
often arise from a mere lack
of self-confidence. It is a good
thing to be self-critical, but you
should not put yourself down!
I personally proceeded step by
step, not allowing myself to
plan too far ahead.
This said, if this young woman
does not “burn for mathematics”, then it might not be

the right choice for her. It is
important to love the subject,
because one should expect to
come across difficulties.
In any case, I would recommend that she asks for advice
from her peers and her seniors,
maybe in the form of mentoring, and that she shares the
problems she might encounter
with people she trusts. There
are lots of mentoring programs,
but talking to people is a first
and very useful step.

Could you say a few
words on your research
topic in a manner understandable to non-experts, describing your
topics of research?
I am a geometer, and geometry
is everywhere in this world.
I am fascinated by symme-

tries, patterns you find in very
diverse forms and everywhere
around you. The type of geometry I am interested in is
inspired by physics and my
research work lies between
mathematics and physics.
I work on very abstract physical models such as conformal
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Themes in the interviews:
The importance of talking to people and mentoring programs
– be aware at each stages of the mechnisms that can influence women’s
participation: self-censureship, lack of self confidence
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– talking and asking help to student advisers can help overcome difficulties

Karin Baur

research in mathematics, not so
Were you then encourof the subject. This made me
EWM
Cortona
2015
much in teaching it to teenagers.
aged by your Meeting,
family,
aware
that I was very good
at it.
friends or other people
around you?
My parents encouraged me
when I decided to go to the

My first mathematics teacher at
high school was a great teacher
and the second one was also
very fond of me. He would

Did you come across
obstacles in pursuing
your career as a mathematician?

something wrong, even though
I knew the material very well.
A few months later I passed this
exam with the top mark, and
pursued my studies without any
prejudice from this unfortunate

in Switzerland were working
in the areas I was interested in
(algebraic geometry and algebra) and went to various places
in Switzerland (Geneva, Bern,
Basel, Lausanne) in search of a
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Themes in the interviews:
Diversity of scientiﬁc trajectories
– opening new paths
– determination in finding solutions to make family
and work compatible

Margarida Mendes Lopes
EWM Meeting, Cortona 2015
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The touring: a box to be ﬁlled with
new ideas
After the first two stations (2016) ...
Berlin, Opening, Mathematics Library of the TU, Berlin
Potsdam, Library of the Uni Potsdam

... the exhibition became autonomous!
Several institutes hosted it. Each station combined it
with its own project
– shown during conferences
– used to advertise equal opportunity initiatives
– at training days for secondary school teachers
– combined with high school activities
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Venues
2016
Russe, Bulgaria
Bonn, Germany
Strasbourg, France
Paris, France
Rome, Italy
2017
Clermont-Ferrand, France
Mainz, Germany
Bielefeld, Germany
Edinburgh, UK
Marseille, France
London, UK
Leicester, UK
Amiens, France
Burgas, Bulgaria
Konstanz, Germany
Stuttgart, Germany
Utrecht, Netherlands
Strasbourg (Kléber), France
Perpignan, France
Durham, UK
Cambridge, UK
Vratsa, Bulgaria
Trondheim, Norway
York, UK
Oxford, UK
Marseille, France
Durham, UK
Leeds, UK

Salzburg, Austria
Zurich, Switzerland
Kazanlak, Bulgaria
Graz, Austria
Kiev, Ukraine
Paris II, France
Havana, Cuba
Melbourne, Australia
Bogotà, Colombia
Magdeburg, Germany
2018
Santiago, Chili
Padua, Italy
....
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Concluding remarks
There is still a lack of diversity in the maths
communities.
It is important to convey and keep in mind these
messages:
– be aware of the mechanisms that influence
women’s participation
– encourage mentoring and any action that can help
reinforce the self confidence
– excellence can be an obstacle to inclusion
– stereotypes should be fought against by
counterstereotypes, which need to be advertised
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Thank you!
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